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As the dimensions of ULSI circuits shrink to 0.12 micron and below, to achieve the highest device performance and density many challenges are to be met in designing circuits with performance driven physical design and the wirability of sea of transistors of the order of 100 million. This particular tutorial intends to cover advances in technology, relevant circuit techniques, synthesis and physical design methodology.

First the tutorial will outline IBM's Blue Logic Design methodology. Then the front and back end device technologies, the role of Aluminum Vs Copper interconnections, the importance of low-k dielectrics and reliability limits will be discussed. Issues related to other emerging technologies such as Silicon on Insulator (SOI) will be highlighted. The circuit techniques involving dynamic and static design will be discussed. Then the tutorial will proceed with physical design primarily focusing on custom and synthesis based design. The course will emphasize synthesis based layout techniques.

A brief description of the different design challenges such as high gate densities, deep submicron effects, low power requirements and packaging challenges will be given.

The Physical Design Tutorial will cover the logic Design methodology for taking a high level design from spec to Silicon with emphasis on the physical design aspects. A brief description of I/O placement strategy will be discussed. An overview of ASIC methodology flow with special emphasis on test insertion, clock tree re-powering, static timing, layout preparation and final design checking will be given. The course will further elaborate the complete PD methodology flow and various techniques used to optimize timing and wireability of the design.

Various packaging design options will be described along with their pros and cons. The essential offerings such as the Peripheral I/O Architecture, the Area I/O Architecture and the I/O planning will be reviewed. The other topics described will involve post processing of netlist to convert edge triggered design into design for test compliant structures, repowering of the ideal clock nets etc. Clock planning, insertion of balanced clock re-powering network, mapping of D flip flops to full- scan latches, connecting
latches and compilables into scan chains, and inserting boundary scan structures will be explained along with their benefits.

A brief procedure for physical design will be explained with the help of a case study. The procedure involves static timing analysis on the gate level netlist and physical design compatibility checks. The netlist is then processed for physical design, floor planned by specifying the technology parameters, package and image being used. The clock and scan associated elements are identified for future processing. All the cells of the design are placed and timed using steiner estimates for the nets. The clock cells are placed optimally using an optimization tool followed by a static timing check. The power and ground routes and the wires are wired. After the completion of wiring, the static timing tool is used to do a timing check on the wired design. After the timing sign off, a number of checks are performed to make sure that there are no problems associated with the final netlist.
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